ECT Community Energetic Guidelines

Your presence and participation is your Sacred Agreement.
In order to have this commUNITY, we’ve put together a list of ENERGETIC REQUIREMENTS that
create an ENERGETIC GUIDELINE for membership and participation here. While we try not to
"impose" such things, if not specifically stated, some are unaware of the amount of SACRED
RESPECT and SELF ACCOUNTABILITY we REQUIRE for all to co-exist together here. WE do not
compromise on that which we hold Sacred as Love and Respect. Please note our ENERGETIC
REQUIREMENTS, so as to avoid confusion for what is acceptable behavior and contribution here:
● None of us have to be here. This commUNITY is a huge gift and opportUNITY to unite and
come together to create, build, form, accelerate, expand/grow/flourish and establish “a whole
new way” that’s beautiful and highest aligned for all.
● Each
member
is
held
to
the
highest
level
of
Consciousness,
self-governing/responsibility/Mastery of their own behavior/energy and what is appropriate as
CONTRIBUTION
(zero
projecting
distortions)
into
the
group/community/live
events/discussions/calls. We guide you inward to find your own answers, share your own
realizations/higher vision/access/wisdom/knowledge (beyond the ego aspect) and
uplift/inspire/support each to do this for themselves fully too.
● Before joining us in any capacity, go within to align/shift and consciously leave your E-GO at
the door to allow your heart-mind to open fully and receive all as LOVE. ♥
● Zero (Old Earth) BS is allowed. Zero projecting and Zero Lack of respect, caring or kindness....
Zero compromise on this.
● Zero self-promoting, event promoting, sales promoting or "others" stuff... If at such time we
deem it appropriate to add a designated space/time for this, we will announce the parameters
for sharing in this way, to not impose on the energy of this commUNITY/group, yet create more
opportUNITY by making more available in a way that’s highest aligned for all.
● No “outside-to-inside” sharing of external content/posts. No “inside-to-outside” sharing of
content/posts. Member’s ACTual sharing/inneraction of original expression is required.
● 3D/Old Earth “Trigger Words” and Topics: We have discussed this at length for years/ through
2020 and specifically dedicated a portion of our November and December 2020 Live

●

●

●

●
●

●

CommUNITY Group Video Discussions regarding these topics and how if any member
“oversteps” or brings “3D” into conversations/posts, it can “cause us” to lose or shut
down/close the entire CommUNITY. Because of this, we ASK (Require) that you focus on 5D+
NEW Earth Topics, what you are intentionally/consciously creating/allowing as your own
personal Awakening/Ascension Experience with a NEW Earth focus, Light Body Support and
expanding your repertoire/contribution/service roles (as Light) as your Consciousness expands
from deep within. 5D+ you/we all are Sovereign Light BEings, living from a Unified State inside.
To do this, you must honor your own Divine Inner Connection and expanded Higher-Self Soul
Guidance when it comes to your entire reality and dealing with/exiting your own Personal
Matrix System from deep within, which is an individual process for us all. T
 he Ascension
Process requires deep soul searching where you have to go inside in order to figure all
out and make these decisions yourself.
There is no downloading/copying/external sharing of any written or discussed content shared,
unless deemed appropriate and explicitly approved (in writing), whereas we ask that each hold
sacred respect and not share written/posted/discussed content in any way and to H
 OLD
Sacred Soul Honor and Integrity to the openness, depth of intimate Soul Exchanges and
Energy shared within the Sacred Space of this private Light Family/CommUNITY/Group. This
includes Lisa’s sharings/Teachings, as she will structure and share that which is relative
publicly in a way that’s highest vibrationally aligned. Some things are only/first shared within
the commUNITY, for specific purposes and released in other specific ways “later” where
additional explanation or information is required to support and avoid all being taken out of
context and distributed without all of the data necessary to provide a “whole picture”, instead of
a “limited linear (and often distorted) one”.
This is a sacred place/space where each can open up to explore, observe, see and share
that which supports the whole in doing the same for themselves, as a commUNITY/group and
inspiring all to embrace NEW EARTH REALITIES built on new foundations, codes and higher
knowledge/wisdom that supports all through Unity/Purity Consciousness Love.
We form relationships and bonds from a deep sacred mutual respect, care, kindness,
openness, sharing, upliftment, inspiration and by empowering each other to live beyond
disempowered states/victim mentalities of Old Earth Consciousness.
No agendas, no strings attached (cords), no putting on a front (pretending)… BE REAL. Own
your own stuff and share from your PURE Heart/Light/Soul and the beauty that you ARE.
Disrespect,
projecting
or
"asking
others"
to
give
you
answers,
bashing/shaming/guilting/bullying/imposing or "pulling energy" is identified and either brought
to your attention or if self-accountability cannot be achieved/held/maintained, then permanent
removal is the action agreed to by each/all here eliminating the option of returning at a later
time.
We require you to BE self-accountable for your own ENERGY at all times. Yes we come
together to openly share, discuss, support, identify programming to break down, as well as
shifting/expanding/creating all new realities to replace old ones, as is highest vibrationally
aligned/appropriate, because it supports all in expanding into/as the UNIFIED QUANTUM
FIELD AS LOVE.

● All content is the ownership and complete discretion of Lisa Transcendence Brown. Sacred
Respect is the determining factor for all. There is no individual ownership, nothing personally
private, yet as a community/group all is held in privacy/respect and not published or shared
outside of this community, without specific written expressed permission of each/all
involved.
● All access is via specific designated modules/sections within the Evolving Consciousness
Together (ECT) CommUNITY within the Mastery School. We require that you familiarize
yourself with each section, where content is housed and check regularly for updates and event
postings as well.
● You are encouraged to bookmark/save applicable Mastery School URL(s), so you can return
and access each month or anytime appropriate for you. (If we make changes, these may
change, so just use the menu option to scroll and locate if “new”). ♥
● We will update these Guidelines, the ECT CommUNITY in the Mastery School and the private
Facebook Group as appropriate for continued expansion, growth and flow.
● Please note that posts or actions violating our Community’s Energetic Guidelines will be dealt
with appropriately and in accordance with HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS action relative to the
Energy of the Act. Posts may be deleted (with or without notification), you may be asked to
edit/rephrase/re-post within the energetic guidelines or some other action not mentioned here.
Blatant or Repeated “offenses” will minimally result in r emoval and P
 ERMANENT
Termination of your membership account. Re-admittance will not be considered under these
circumstances.
● We are here to TRANSCEND OLD EARTH CONSCIOUSNESS… and LIVE NEW EARTH as
our REALities from this Every NOW.
● We do our very best to preserve the sanctity of this commUNITY and all as Sacred and Love.
We ask you to do the same as a part of our Galactic/Star/Light/Soul Family in form here. ♥
Immense gratitude and appreciation for your presence, contribution, sharing and participation in all
that we do together here!
With the utmost respect and love from our Partnership/Support Team,

Lisa Transcendence Brown

Marissa O’Neil

Eve Chan

